TRIBUTES
March 2020

RABBI AARON STARR DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Honor of:
Bar Mitzvah of Caleb Starr
by Gladys Brasch, Brian Satovsky

In Memory of:
Harry Starr
by Mary and James Starr

Marking the Yahrzeit of:
Henrietta Weisberg, Sara Gastfrajnd
by Lori and Steven Weisberg
Father, Morris Kamien
by Reva Klar

ASSISTANT CANTOR LEONARD GUTMAN DISCRETIONARY FUND
Marking the Yahrzeit of:
Helen Anne Ellias
by Betty and Franklin Ellias
Emma Rosin, Jules Felmesser, Alexander Rosin, Florence Eppstein
by Estelle Worona

EDUCATION FUND
Marking the Yahrzeit of:
Stuart Laurence Perlman
by Robin and Mitchell Wayne

GENERAL FUND
In Memory of:
Victor Horvitz
by Miriam Grant
Alvin Goodman
by Lesley and Julian Kutinsky
Robert Brody
by Sally and Graham Orley, Sharon and Barry, Heather and Steve, Michelle and Kevin, Shelley and Daniel, and family

Marking the Yahrzeit of:
Esther Silk Mendelson, David Mendelson
by Rose and Seymour Berman
Louis Chaenke
by Ruth and Bernard Brodsky
Sonia Firestone
by Miriam Gold
Irene Borkin
by Victoria and Burton Leib
Edward Sklar
by Helene and Daniel Lublin
Beatrice Sonders
by Rita and Joseph Salama
Morton Scholnick
by Diane Scholnick
Edwin Siegel
by Mindy and Harry Siegel
Annie Warshaw
by Libby and Leo Sklar
Hannah Tarackoff
by Ferah and Norman Tarackoff

MORNING MINYAN FUND
In Memory of:
Philip Ozrovitz
by Leo and Shelia Ordin

Marking the Yahrzeit of:
Eliozer Eisenman
by Barbara Berry, Miriam and Peter Seagle
Evelyn Coden Sipher
by Carol Sue and Steve Coden
Regina Cohen
by Patti Kelter and Marc Cohen

SHABBAT LUNCH FUND
In Appreciation of:
Aliyah and blessing - safe travel to Israel
by Leigh and Jeffrey Moss

In Memory of:
Rosa Ernst
by Beverly Baker

Robert Moers, Robert Brody
by Janice and Martin Stoneman

Marking the Yahrzeit of:
David Milgrom
by the Sack family
Mother, Rivka
by Sally and Richard Krugel
Ralph Pierce
by Adrian Pierce
Henry and Mollie Sternberg, Eileen Lese
by Judith and Robert Sternberg

Speedy Recovery to:
Steven Lipton
by Pamela and Jacob David

HERMAN BRODSKY MEMORIAL FUND
Marking the Yahrzeit of:
Harry Neil Brodsky, Lena Rothstein, Joseph Konikof, Bess Weintraub, Rose Konikof
by Dina Brodsky

REUBIN & YETTA DUBRINSKY EDUCATION FUND
Marking the Yahrzeit of:
Lillian Belkin, Sam Belkin
by Maurice Belkin
Yetta Dubrinsky
by Carol and Seymour Dubrinsky

BETTY FISHMAN FUND
In Memory of:
Betty Fishman
by Jeri and Steven Fishman

DEBBIE GRONER JEWISH ACADEMY BOOK FUND
Marking the Yahrzeit of:
Samuel Katz
by Sharon Katz
HERMELIN FAMILY EDUCATIONAL FUND
Marking the Yahrzeit of:
Charles Brasch
by Gladys Brasch

ALAN E. LUCKOFF FUND
Marking the Yahrzeit of:
Meyer Fishman
by Deena Fishman

IRVIN & LILLIAN MECKLER MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Gerald Ingber, Dolores Brode
by Adria and Marvin Aronovitz
Marking the Yahrzeit of:
Philip Meizels
by Carol Meizels

JEFFREY WEISBERG MEMORIAL FUND
Marking the Yahrzeit of:
Lucille Weisberg, Peter Weisberg
by Cantor and Mrs. Roger Weisberg

MEL & HELENE WALLACE FUND
Marking the Yahrzeit of:
Mel Wallace, Helene Wallace, Bernice Kaplan
by Barbara and David Wallace

BELLE & MAURICE SIDEN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Contribution:
by Harold Siden

DR. DAVID & CEIL KLIGER RUDA FUND
In Honor of:
My special birthday
by Nancy C. Kliger